Monday June 1, 2015
8:15-8:30 AM: Meet in front of Palace Station Hotel for charter bus to Las Vegas Motor Speedway
   *if providing your own transportation - 7000 Las Vegas Blvd. N., Las Vegas, NV 89115 – NASCAR BUILDING
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM: Live Crash Testing, Presentations and NASCAR Experience

Tuesday June 2, 2015
7:00-8:00 AM: Breakfast & Vendor area open
8:00-8:30 AM: “Opening Remarks” – Scott Baker, Rusty Haight
8:30-9:30 AM: “Comparison of actual speed versus calculated speed in low speed pedestrian impacts” – Patrick Cillo
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
9:45-11:00 AM: “Unmanned Aircraft Systems in Public Safety” – Drew Jurkofsky
11:00-12:00 PM: “Staying Legal When Using a Drone for Scene Inspections” – Scott Greene
Catered LUNCH & Vendor Area Open
1:00-2:15 PM: “An Overview of Vehicle Systems which may impact Crash Analysis” – Patrick Donahue
2:15-3:45 PM: “Relating Collision Trauma Biomechanics to Crash Reconstruction” – David Porta
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
4:00 -5:00 PM: “Evaluating Motorcycle Evasive Maneuvers” – Wade Bartlett
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
5:15-6:15 PM: BREAKOUT SESSION – “Real time 3D simulation software – a new approach” – Dr. Bob Scurlock

Wednesday June 3, 2015
7:00-8:00 AM: Breakfast, Networking & Vendor Area
8:00-9:45AM: “Basic Tire Mechanics & Tire Failure Analysis” – Tom Giapponi
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
10:00-12:00 PM: “Basic Tire Mechanics & Tire Failure Analysis (continued)” – Tom Giapponi
Catered LUNCH & Vendor Area Open
1:00-2:30 PM: “Vehicle System Digital Forensics” – Ben LeMere
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
2:45-3:45 PM: “Reconstructing Two-Vehicle Crashes When Critical Scene Data Are Missing” – Rudy Limpert
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open
4:00 -5:00 PM: “Vehicle Velocity Extraction from Witness Video” – Adam Cybanski
5:15-6:00 PM: BREAKOUT SESSION – “Using Visual Statement’s EdgeFX as a multi-use tool to build your final report” – Bryce Adams

Thursday June 4, 2015
7:00-8:00 AM: Breakfast, Networking & Vendor Area
8:00-9:00 AM: “Boot Camp Team Data Review” – ARC-CSI Boot Camp
9:00-10:00 AM: “Crash Test Data Review” – ARC-CSI Crash Crew
** BREAK & Vendor Area Open on Breaks
10:15-11:45 AM: “Crash Test Data Review” – ARC-CSI Crash Crew
11:45-12:00 PM: “Conference conclusion and USB Flash Drive distribution”